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IN THE COURT OF SESSIONS JUDGE, SONITPUR AT TEZPUR 

SESSIONS CASE NO.    :-   203 of 2016  

(Under Section 25(1-A) of the Arms 
Act, arising out of G.R. Case No. 714 
of 2013)  

 

Present  :- Sri Ashok Kumar Borah, AJS 

  Sessions Judge, Sonitpur 

  Tezpur 

 

Prosecutor  :-  State of Assam  

-vs 

Accused      :-  1. Sri Prem Suren & Surin   
Son of Lukas Surin  
Resident of Sopai 
Police Station – Missamari 
Dist:- Sonitpur, Assam 
  
  

Date of framing Charge    :-  27/06/2016 

Date of Recording Evidence                   :-  03/02/2017, 09/10/2017, 

11/12/2017, 10/01/2018 

 & 12/02/2018. 

Date of examination of accused  

u/s 313 Cr.P.C     :-   11/05/2018 

Date of Argument       :- 11/05/2018 

Date of Judgment     :-  11/05/2018 

Counsel for the Prosecution   :- Mr. Munin Chandra Baruah, 
Public prosecutor  
Sonitpur.  

 

Counsel for Accused    :- Mr. B. Borthakur, Advocate.  
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JUDGMENT 
 

1.  In this case, the accused Sri Prem Suren @ Surin is put for trial for allegation of 

charge u/s 25 (1-A) (a) of the Arms Act. 

2.  The factual matrix of the case according to the FIR in brief is that on 31st March, 

2013 a Unit of the informant launched an operation on the night of said day along with 

one JCO + 15 OR along with one police representative at Chapainala of Missamari Police 

station. On or about 0500 hours on 2nd April,  they have received an information 

regarding the presence of suspect NDFB (S) terrorist in general area, accordingly 

launched searched operation in the general area and a temporary hide out was found. 

On search of temporary hide out one person namely Pren Sorin, 26 years of age, male, 

S/O Lakash Surin, resident of village Chapai was apprehended along with 01 x 12 bore 

Rifle (country made), 01 x barrel and 01 x butt  (of country made 12 bore rifle). Hence, 

this prosecution case.  Accordingly, a FIR was lodged by Nayak Subedear Kuldip Singh, 2 

Dogra Camp, C/O 99 APO, Kalamati before the O/C Dhekiajuli Police station.  

3.  On receipt of the FIR, O/C of Dhekiajuli PS registered a case vide Dhekiajuli PS 

Case No. 107/13 u/s 25 (1-A) of Arms Act. After completion of usual investigation, the 

O/C of Dhekiajuli PS submitted charge-sheet against the accused person vide charge-

sheet No. 144/15 dated 30/04/2015 u/s 25 (1-A) of Arms Act. 

4.  On being appeared the accused person before this Court, after hearing both 

parties, framed charge u/s 25 (1-A) of Arms Act against the accused Prem Suren @ 

Surin.  Particulars of the charge were read over and explained to the accused person, to 

which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

5.  To substantiate the case prosecution examined as many as eight numbers of 

witnesses. The accused is examined u/s 313 CrPC. All the allegations made against the 

accused and evidence appears against the accused person are put before him for his 

explanation, where he denied the evidence and allegation and declined to give defence 

evidence.   
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6.      POINT  FOR THE DETEMINATION 

Whether the accused on or about 2nd April, 2013 at 0500 hours 

at village Chapainala under Missamari Police station, found 

acquiring one 12 bore rifle (country made) in the possession of 

the accused carrying of which is prohibited in contravention of 

section 7 of the Arms Act and thereby committed an offence by 

punishable u/s 25  (1-A) of the Arms Act ? 

REASONS, DECISIONS AND REASON FOR DECISION 

7.  To arrive at the judicial decision, let me appreciate the evidence on record.  

8.  PW 1, Smti Beronika Surin, the mother of the accused, stated that the incident 

occurred about one year ago. On the day of incident, his son went to a jungle to collect 

firewood and thereafter, he went to a river for fishing. Thereafter, he did not return to 

home on that day. Then they searched. On the next day, she came to know that army 

personnel took her son and handed over to Dhekiajuli police and thereafter her son has 

been sent to Tezpur.  

 In cross-examination by prosecution, she admitted that when her son was 

cutting fire wood in the jungle he found one pistol in the jungle. She did not know who 

was the owner of the said pistol.     

9.    PW 2 Sri Bircha Doom @ Tirki stated that he knows the accused Prem Surin. 

The incident occurred about five years ago. On the day of incident, he along with the 

accused Prem Surin went to a jungle to collect firewood and thereafter, they went to a 

river for fishing. At that time army personnel came and recovered one pipe like materials 

under the firewood and took the accused Prem Surin by the army party. On the next 

day, accused Prem Surin handed over to Dhekiajuli Police by the army personnel.          

  In cross-examination, he admitted that he along with 4/5 persons were collecting 

firewood in the jungle. Army personnel asked one of them to bring the said pipe like 

materials to the army camp. The accused has been working in the Tea Garden with 

them. He has not been involved in any bad acts. Without any reason, the army 

personnel took him to their camp.     
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10. PW 3 Sri Tulshi Prasad Nath stated that he knows the accused Prem Surin. 

The case was instituted by army officer. At the time of the incident i.e. on 03-04-13 he 

was posted as Head constable at Dhekiajuli Police station. On that day, at about 9/9.30 

p.m., he found some army personnel headed over the accused in the Dhekiajuli PS along 

with one hand made gun (1 Nos 12 bore) rifle. During that time I.O. SI of police Md. 

Abdul Sarkar was there. Said army officer handed over the said gun to the IO. 

Accordingly, the IO seized the said gun and the IO prepared seizure list. Ext. 1 is the 

seziurelist wherein Ext. 1(1) is his signature as witness. In the said Ext. 1 the I.O. seized 

1 x 12 bore file, 1 barrel of 12 bore rifle, 1 x butt of 12 bore file and seizure mermo.  

 In cross-examination he admitted that he cannot say from whom exactly the 

aforesaid gun was seized. He has not seen the said seized articles before this court but 

he has seen the copy of seizurelist. He does not know from whom the aforesaid articles 

mentioned in the seizurelist were seized.   

11.  PW 4 Sri Kuldip Singh, Nayak Subedar, 2 Dogra Regiment, stated that on 31-03-

2013 he was posted as Nayak Subedar, No. 2 Dogra Regiment, C/O 99 APO at 

Missamari. They have caught the said person in Chapainala village under Dhekiajuli. On 

that day at night their military personnel launched an operation where they caught this 

accused. He was found with one unauthorized Rifle along with one 12 bore butt. They 

have handed over the accused along with the said arms to him, when he was at his unit. 

Then he took and handed over the accused along with the seized arms to O/C, 

Dhekiajuli PS on that very day. Ext. 2 is the information by which they met to O/C, 

Dhekiajuli PS and Ext. 2(1) is his signature. Ext. 1 is the seizure list where Ext. 1(2) is 

his signature. Ext. 3 is the seizure memo and Ext. 3(1) is his signature.             

    In cross-examination he stated that at the relevant time their main camp was 

situated at Missamari. He cannot recall in the exact place they have camped. They have 

been in the said camp for about one year. In that company it consist of about 30 army 

personnel includes one Commission officer, 3 JCO and other army personnel. He cannot 

recall when the operation was launched by army personnel. Since, he has not been 

accompanied with the said operation, so he cannot say who has accompanied or 

conducted the said operation. At the time of operation, he was posted at camp. On 04-

04-2013, at about 8.30 p.m. accused was brought to them along with the seized arms. 
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He does not know personally the accused prior to hand over to him on that day. He 

does not have any geographical idea where the army personnel were launched the 

operation. He does not have any personnel knowledge from where and from whom 

exactly the said arms were recovered. Ext. 1 is silent that said arms were recovered 

from the possession of accused.    

12. PW 5 Ankush Thakur stated that on 31-03-2013 he was posted as a sipoy at 2nd 

Bn of Dogra regiment camp at Khelmati Missamair. He cannot recall the accused. He 

does not know the accused. On that day he was on duty at their camp. He has not been 

to operation. Their Halder told him to give protection to army personnel. During that 

time he has accompanied Nk Subedar Kuldip Singh when said subedar Shab went to 

Dehakijuli Police station to hand over one accused and some arms. Ext. 1 is the 

seizurelist and Ext. 1(2) is his signature.        

 In cross-examination, he admitted that he was on duty at the camp. He does not 

know why the said person was taken and who was that person and wherefrom he was 

brought. Only to protect the Nayek Subeder Kuldip Singh he was entrusted on that duty. 

Except that he knows nothing. I does not know the contents of Ext.1. Simply he has put  

signature therein. Ext. 1 was not read over to him. 

13. PW 6 Sri Rajib Kumar stated that on 31-03-2013 he was posted as Nayak, No 2 

Dogra Regiment, C/O 99 APO at Missamari. He knows the accused. During that time, he 

was deputed in Khelmati Camp and at that time Kuldip Singh was their Nayak, Subedar. 

On that day, along with Nayak Subedar Kuldip Singh, they had been to Sopai TE. During 

that time, in their team it was consisted of five nos of army personnel. On that time, 

they have recovered a 12 bore rifle from the possession of the accused. It was 

handmade rifle. Along with said rifle, they have recovered one single barrel and one 

bolt. They have total recovered four nos of illegal ammunitions from the possession of 

accused. Their Nayak Subedar Kuldip Singh taken this accused along with said 

recovered ammunitions to the OC, Dhekiajuli PS and handed over to him. In Dhekiajuli 

Police Station, police interrogated him. During that time he has stated to the IO what he 

has deposed today.   
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 In cross-examination, he admitted that he has been doing service in this 

regiment since Oct’1996. At the time of operation, he was there in the operation team. 

They consisted of 10 nos of army personnel, but, he cannot recall who were present 

during that operation. He has been to in the said operation on 31-03-2013. He cannot 

recall in which place they have been to in the said operation. He cannot recall who is 

resides in Northern side, Southern side, Eastern side and Western side of the operation 

area. The place where the operation was launched was a jungle area and in the jungle a 

river is also run there. The aforesaid arms were recovered by Kuldip Singh. He cannot 

recall in which place and in what distance, he was standing at the place of occurrence. 

He cannot say from where and from whom Kuldip Singh recovered the said arms. At the 

time of operation, no village headman or Senior persons of the locality were present 

there.  He has seen the said arms which were seized by Kuldip Singh at the relevant 

point of time. Though he has seen the arms which were seized by said Kuldip Singh   

but, in none of the said items there is no any identification mark. He has seen only one 

said full gun. The others are not binding as because the butts and the barrels are found 

separately. He does not have any personal knowledge about this case. He cannot say to 

whom Nayak Subedar Kuldip Singh was delivered in connection with this case.     

14. PW 7 Sri Barindar Kumar stated that on 31-03-2013 he was posted as Sipahi, No 

2 Dogra Regiment, C/O 99 APO at Missamari. On the said day, he has not been to any 

operation. He was on protection duty at Dhekiajuli. When their Nayak Subedar Kuldip 

Singh went to Dhekiajuli PS  to deposit a seize weapon, he was with him on protection 

duty. He was present at the time of seizure of the weapon. Ext.1 is the seizure list 

where Ext.1(4) is his signature. He cannot say what is the contention of Ext.1.  He does 

not know about the gun which is produced before him whether it was seized vide Ext.1. 

M. Ext.1 is  not the said gun which was seized through Ext.1. 

15. PW 8 Sri Robindra Kr. Sarkar, stated that on 02-04-2013 he was posted as SI of 

police at Dhekiajuli PS. On that day Army Nayak subeder Kuldip Singh has lodged an 

ejahar stated that on secret information, they launched a searched operation at village 

Chopainala under Dhekiajuli PS and searched the house of accused Prem Surin. On 

being searched they recovered one 12 bore rifle (country made) and one barrel of 12 

bore rifle and another one butt (country made). Accordingly, said Nayak Subedar Kuldip 
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Singh handed over the accused to him along with the aforesaid arms and ammunitions. 

Accordingly, I have seized the aforesaid arms and ammunitions. Ext. 1 is the said 

seizure list and Ext. 1(4) is his signature. Then O/C Dhekiajuli PS registered the case 

vide Dhekiajuli PS and entrusted him for investigation. Accordingly, he seized the 

aforesaid arms and ammunitions through Ext.1. Thereafter, he has arrested the 

accused. Ext. 4 is the said arrest memo and proceeded to the place of occurrence. At 

the place of occurrence has drawn the sketch map. Ext. 5 is the said sketch map and 

Ext. 5(1) is his signature. At the time of seizure by the army officers of the aforesaid 

arms and ammunitions, they prepared a seizure memo and by the seizure list he has 

seized the said seizure memo along with aforesaid arms and ammunitions. Then he 

recorded the statement of witnesses. During the course of investigation, he has been  

transferred and so he handed over the case diary to the then O/C, Dhekiajuli PS. 

Thereafter, my successor I.O. Tileswar Saikia, Inspector of Police send the aforesaid 

arms for expert opinion and the said Inspector of Police Tileswar Saikia filed 

chargehseet against the accused having found sufficient materials against the accused 

u/s 25(1-A) of Arms Act. Ext. 6 is the chargehseet and Ext. 6(1) is the signature of 

Inspector of Police Tileswar Saikia dated 30-04-2015 which he knew official 

communication.  

 In cross-examination he stated that he has proceeded to the place of 

occurrence on 03-04-2013. He has specifically mentioned the place of occurrence in the 

case diary i.e. in Sapainadir of Sopaichapori. According to the sketch map, army has 

recovered the aforesaid arms and ammunitions from Sopaichapari. He has not 

personally enquired exact place of occurrence where army personnel seized the 

aforesaid arms and ammunitions. The army personnel handed over the arms and 

ammunitions, seizure memo and the accused. He has not seen the seized articles in the 

court.  

16.   These much is the evidence of the prosecution. 

17. I have heard the arguments advanced by learned counsels of both sides.  

18.     Learned counsel for the accused submitted that the prosecution has failed to 

prove the case beyond any reasonable doubt. Firstly, none of the seizure witnesses 
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supported the seizure from the possession of the accused. Secondly, the complainant 

PW 4 in fact no way supported his own case. As he stated that on the said day of 

incident their army personnel launched an operation where they caught this accusedand 

they  have found one unauthorized Rifle along with one 12 bore butt and they have 

handed over the accused along with the said arms to him, when he was at his unit. 

Then he took and handed over the accused along with the seized arms to O/C, 

Dhekiajuli PS on that very day. Therefore, he has not been to operation neither he was 

present at the time of alleged seizure of aforesaid illegal gun from the possession of the 

accused. Rather he admitted that he cannot recall the exact place wherefrom they have 

camped. They have been in the said camp for about one year. In that company it 

consist of about 30 army personnel includes one Commission officer, 3 JCO and other 

army personnel. He cannot recall when the operation was launched by army personnel. 

Since, he has not been accompanied with the said operation, so he cannot say who has 

accompanied or conducted the said operation. At the time of operation, he was posted 

at camp. Therefore, he was in fact not present there. The other seizure witnesses PW 3 

Tulsi Prasad Nath, PW 5 Ankush Thakur, PW 7 Barindar Kumar have no way supported 

as to the aforesaid illegal possession of gun of the accused person. Therefore, the 

witness claimed to be independent eye witness has not supported the prosecution case 

that the seizure of the arms and ammunitions but the official seizure witnesses no way 

supported as to the seizure of the alleged arms and ammunitions. The armourer had not 

examined the alleged seized arms and ammunitions. Therefore, the prosecution has 

failed to prove the aforesaid seized arms and ammunitions alleged to be recovered from 

the possession of the accused. Hence, the accused is entitled to get the benefit of 

doubt.  

19. On the other hand, learned Public prosecutor, Sonitpur, Tezpur has also 

submitted that the prosecution has ably proved the case beyond any reasonable doubt, 

hence, required to be convicted.    

20.    Keeping in mind, the rival submissions advanced by learned counsels of both 

sides, I am going to dispose the case as follows. 

21.    A close scrutiny of the evidence on record, it appears that prosecution examined 

as many as 8 witnesses. Among them PW 1 – mother of the accused and PW 2 – 
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nieghbour of the accused are the non official witnesses and other PW 3 Sri Tulsi Prasad 

Nath, Head constable of Rakshamari Out Post , PW 6 Rajib Kumar and PW 8 Rabindra 

Kumar Sarkar who alleged to be accompanied the operation and seizure  witness Rajib 

Kumar, Hawaldar, 2 Dogra Regiment, who has been to Sapoi Tea Estate along with PW  

7  Barindar Kumar who is a sipoy of 2 Dogra Regiment and PW 8 Sri Rabindra Kumar 

Sarkar are the official witnesses.  

22. Since the case is charged u/s 25(1-A) of the arms Act so prosecution must prove 

firstly as to the seizurelist Ext. 1. In the said seizurelist the I.O. has seized –  

  (i) one seizure memo made by army, (ii) 01 x 12 bore rifle (country made), (iii) 

01 x Barrel of 12 bore rifle and  (iv) 01 x Butt of 12 bore Rifle on being produced by 

Nayak Subedar Kuldip Singh  on 02-04-2013 in presence of Ankush Thakur, Varbder 

Kumar – sepoys and Tulsi Prasad Nath, constable of Dhekiajuli police station.   

23. Let us see how the seized seizure witnesses namely, Ankush Thakur, Varbder 

Kumar – sepoys and Tulsi Prasad Nath, constable of Dhekiajuli proved the seizurelist.  

 PW 3 Tulshi Prasad Nath who was working as a head constable stated that at the 

time of incident on 03-0413 he was posted at Head Constable at Dhekiajuli PS.  On that 

day, at about 9/9.30 p.m., he found some army personnel headed over the accused in 

the Dhekiajuli PS along with one hand made gun (1 Nos 12 bore) rifle. During that time 

I.O. SI of police Md. Abdul Sarkar was there. Said army officer handed over the said gun 

to the IO. Accordingly, the IO seized the said gun and the IO prepared seizure list Ext.    

wherein Ext. 1(1) is his signature as witness. In cross-examination he admitted that he 

cannot say from whom exactly the aforesaid gun was seized. He has not seen the said 

seized articles before this court but he has seen the copy of seizurelist. Therefore, PW 3 

has failed to state from whose possession the said arms and ammunitions was 

recovered as such, no way supported the Ext. 1 seizurelist. Similarly, PW 5 Sri Ankush 

Thakur, who was one of the alleged seizure witness, stated that he do not know the 

accused. On the very day of occurrence  he was on duty at their camp. He has not been 

to operation. Their Halder told him to give protection to army personnel. During that 

time he has accompanied Nk Subedar Kuldip Singh when said subedar Shab went to 

Dehakijuli Police station to hand over one accused and some arms. He put signature 

Ext. 1(2) in the seizurelist Ext. 1 but his statement is totally silent from whom the 
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aforesaid seized articles were recovered. Therefore, he has not supported about the 

seizure.  

 The third seizure witness is PW 7 Barindar Kumar who stated that on 31-03-2013   

he has not been to any operation. He was on protection duty at Dhekiajuli. When their 

Nayak Subedar Kuldip Singh went to Dhekiajuli PS  to deposit a seize weapon, he was 

with him on protection duty. He was present at the time of seizure of the weapon. Ext.1 

is the seizure list where Ext.1(4) is his signature. He cannot say what is the contention 

of Ext.1.  He does not know about the gun which is produced before him whether it was 

seized vide Ext.1. M. Ext.1 is  not the said gun which was seized through Ext.1. 

Therefore, the third seizure witness has not supported the seizurelist Ext. 1.  

 The most vital witness PW 4 Kuldip Singh who is the informant and one of the 

seizure witness. He stated that on that day at night their military personnel launched an 

operation where they caught this accused. He was found with one unauthorized Rifle 

along with one 12 bore butt. They have handed over the accused along with the said 

arms to him, when he was at his unit. Then he took and handed over the accused along 

with the seized arms to O/C, Dhekiajuli PS on that very day. But his statement is totally 

silent in his presence the alleged rifle with 12 bore butt was recovered from the 

possession of the accused. He even cannot recall when the operation was launched by 

army personnel. Therefore, he has not supported the prosecution case particularly upon 

the seizure  

24. A careful perusal of the whole case record, it appears that there is no any 

circumstantial evidence not to speak of chain of circumstances to implicate the accused 

that the informant along with the seizure witness has seized the aforesaid rifle and butt 

from the possession of the accused.   

25.   To sum up as discussed hereinbefore, the most independent witnesses of alleged 

seizure of arms and ammunitions has not supported the prosecution case as to seizure 

as appears in Ext.1. Besides any of the official seizure witnesses whose name are borne 

in seizurelist Ext. 1 also no way supported the prosecution case as to the seizure. None 

of the said seizure witnesses has stated that they had recovered the aforesaid rifle and 
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but from the possession of the accused. Even the complainant has failed to prove his 

own case as stated herein before.  

26.    In view of the aforesaid reasons, I am also bound to hold that the prosecution 

has categorically failed to prove any of the ingredients which is required to prove the 

charge u/s 25(1-A) of the Arms Act beyond any reasonable doubt. Under such 

circumstances, accused is entitled to get the benefit of doubt. Hence, acquitted him 

from the alleged charge and set them at liberty forthwith.     

     The liability of the bailor is hereby discharged.  

27. Let the GR Case No. 714/13 be sent to the learned committal court along with a 

copy of this Judgment. 

28. The seized rifle and butt and other seized articles be confiscated to the State in 

due course of time.  

29. Let another copy of Judgment and order be sent to the learned District 

Magistrate, Sonitpur, Tezpur, under the provision of section 365 of Cr.P.C. 

     Given under my Hand and Seal of this Court on this the 11th day of May, 2018. 

 

             (A.K. Borah) 

   SESSIONS JUDGE,   

  SONITPUR: TEZPUR 

 Dictated and corrected by me. 

 

 

 

(A.K. Borah) 
SESSIONS JUDGE, 

SONITPUR :: TEZPUR  
   

Dictation taken and transcribed by me:   
 
 

                  Smt. R. Hazarika, Steno  
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APPENDIX 
 

Prosecution Witness 
 

1.  Prosecution Witness No.1 :- Smti Beronika Surin 
 

2.  Prosecution Witness No.2 :- Sri Bircha Doom @ Tirki 
 

3.  Prosecution Witness No.3 :- Sri Tulsi Pd. Nath 
 

4.  Prosecution Witness No.4 :- Sri Kuldip Singh, complainant. 
 

5.  Prosecution Witness No.5 :- Sri Ankush Thakur 
 

6.  Prosecution Witness No.6 :- Sri Rajib Kumar, 
 

7.  Prosecution Witness No.7 :- Sri Barindar Kumar 
 

8.  Prosecution Witness No.8 :- Sri Rabindra Kr. Sarkar. 
 

   :-   
 

EXHIBITS. 

Exhibit No. 1  :   Seizurelist 

Exhibit No. 2  :   ejahar 

  Exhibit No. 3  :  Seizure memo 

Exhibit No. 4  :   Arrest memo 

Exhibit No. 5  :   sketch map 

Exhibit No. 6  :  Charge-sheet.  

Material EXHIBITS. 

Material Exhibit No. 1   :   seized pistol  

  

    

    (A.K. Borah) 

 SESSIONS JUDGE,   

        SONITPUR: TEZPUR 


